
AIR CTI is a tool, a very val-

uable tool, that lets you 

spread on more days, more 

comfortably, and quicker.  

It’s kinder to your truck, the 

driver, and your customer. 

Fertilizer Operators 
AIR CTI is leading the way 

in proven cost savings, 

and has been for decades. 

Ring Chet or Andrew 

On 03 5127 6128 NOW 

To find out how they can 

help your business. 

Getting Bogged can ruin your week. 

6x6 and 4x4 trucks are costly to run, 

ride rough , and sacrifice  

carrying capacity.  AIR CTI will  

double traction in many conditions 

letting a simpler, cheaper truck do 

the job.  And if you really need 4x4 or 

6x6, you really need AIR CTI.    

After all, why did you buy the truck?  

For traction, and if you need  

traction, you need AIR CTI. 

Compacting ground with hard tyres is bad 

practice at any time.   But when you’re paid 

to spread a product to encourage growth?? 

Not only is it bad for your customer, it 

costs you directly too. 

By adjusting your tyre pressure 
 Traction improves 30-100% 
 Floatation improves 
 Tyre life improves 30-100% 
 Handles better 
 Rides better  up to 900% 
 Stops better 
 Reduces maintenance 
 Reduces breakage 
 Reduces driver stress 
 Increases drive train life 
 Saves money 
 Increases driver control 
 Is Farm Friendly 

11R duals at 100psi                 11R duals @ 30 psi        Floatation tyre @ 40 psi 

584 sq. cm                            957 sq. cm                      812 sq cm 

 

High Floatation tyres do not make much difference unless tyre pressures 

are lowered.   Lowering tyre pressures will lower compaction. 

To get good tyre life, you 

need hi-way pressures. 

To get good traction, 

good ride, and minimal 

compaction, you need 

low tyre pressures. 

High pressure damages 

more and deeper 

Certified 

Green TM 



**INCREASE PADDOCK SPEED 

**LONGER TYRE LIFE 

**USES LESS FUEL 
 

**REDUCE SOIL COMPACTION 

**REDUCE RUTTING & BOGGING 

All electronic components are 

safely built into a sturdy com-

pact box, which is easily mount-

ed inside the cabin, away from 

corrosive contamination. 

AIR CTI’s Exclusive Isolator stops unwanted air  

transfer, making your vehicle more stable on side hills.   

Snizentites 

Invented, designed 

and manufactured, 

Aussie Tough, for 

Tough Aussies 

Certified 

Green TM 


